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Imagine sustaining an injury or suffering from a rare disease in a very remote area here on earth



Figure taken from https://youtu.be/NWZAg6qpMlEFigure taken from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_mission_to_Mars

• 5 to 20 minutes to send 1 short sentence to the closets doctor

• More than 9 months travel time to the closets hospital

• 20 hours to transmit a video of 18 s
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Or… In a more extreme scenario, like on Mars.
There, it will take

An intelligent diagnostic system advising locally, would overcome some of these limitations



Wearable Technology
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We can now envision such a system for remote patient 
monitoring and diagnostics, thanks to the evolution of:



Better understanding of diseases

Improved therapy definitions

More access to healthcare

Tsunami of data

Irrelevant data

Lack of context

Limited accuracy

Privacy issues
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Limitations 
shared with 

the 
autonomous 
driving field
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Driver Monitoring

- Emotion detection
- Eye tracking
- Mental and physical state assessment
- Facial gesture identification

Usability of AI systems would improve if we focus on developing algorithms which:
- are accurate and reliable,
- interpretable, and
- protect the privacy of the subject



Validity & Reliability

Healthy Disease
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• Machine learning algorithms typically learn from examples, so we need a stable and reliable 
ground truth = Expert knowledge

• Algorithms must be tested on data generated all around the world→ Not easily done due 
to privacy concerns and data protection systems



Validity & Reliability Interpretability

Healthy Disease

? Decision Support 
System
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Black box solutions often limit the applicability of AI systems. One example is the medical field, 
where an interpretable system could contribute to a deeper understanding of diseases.

Explainable Artificial Intelligence



Validity & Reliability Interpretability

Healthy Disease

Privacy

Data sharing GDPR Data anonymization Open Science
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? Decision Support 
System

Algorithms that can protect the identity of the subjects must be a priority



Validity & Reliability Interpretability Privacy
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Fake, realistic 
copies of the 

data 
(“deep fakes”)

Protect the identity of 
the subject/user/patient

We must focus on frameworks that allow us to share data 
while protecting the privacy of the subjects

Open science is crucial for the development of reliable and explainable AI
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Take Home Message

BIG DATA
Artificial 

Intelligence

Privacy of the subject Decision Support System
Relevant Data

Good quality Data
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Developers of AI systems must focus not only on accuracy, but should also consider:

• Privacy
• Relevance
• Interpretability 
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